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The causal efect of including standards-

related documentation into patent prior art:

evidence from a recent EPO policy change

Rudi Bekkers1, Arianna Martinelli2, Federico Tamagni3 

Abstract

The aim of this paper is to investigate the causal efect of a
recent  attempt  undertaken  by  the  EPO  to  improve  the
quality of the patent granting process. To do so we examine
a  policy  change  that  aimed at  including the  information
revealed during the standardisation-setting process into the
oicial  deinition  of  prior  art.  All  the  empirical  analysis
consistently support that the policy was successful. Indeed,
we ind a negative and strongly signiicant reduction in the
granting  rate,  suggesting  that  the  process  of  patent
granting has become more careful and selective after the
policy implementation.    

JEL Codes: O30, O31, C21

Keyword:  quality  of  patent  granting,  technological
standards, policy evaluation

1 Introduction

One of the most important criteria to receive a patent is novelty. To

determine novelty, patent examiners investigate the state of the art
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(the so called “prior art”) at the time of the patent application or the

patent  priority  date.  Therefore,  the identiication of  the complete

prior art, both in terms of previous patents and scientiic or other

literature  (known  as  non-patent  literature,  NPL)  is  of  pivotal

importance for the quality of the granting process and eventually, of

the quality of the granted patents themselves. However, there are

diferences around the world in  what  exactly  is  considered to be

prior art and thus in what is to be searched for and considered by

patent examiners. Also, there are diferences in the extent to which

applicants have a duty to disclose relevant prior art to the patent

oice (Cotropia, Lemley, and Sampat 2013). 

In  the  early  2000s,  some  examiners  with  extensive  previous

industry experience increased the awareness in the European Patent

Oice  (EPO)  that  many  innovations  in  the  area  of  mobile

telecommunications were already been discussed in standardisation

setting organisations  (SSOs)  before  being  applied  for  as  patents.

While  such  discussions  and  technical  contributions  are  usually

documented by the SSOs, they were up to that point in time not

considered  to  be  part  of  the  prior  art  at  the  EPO,  as  the  SSOs'

meetings were not considered to be public. 

In  the  following  years,  a  signiicant  and  not  anticipated  policy

change occurred at the EPO. Several patent opposition cases that

went to the EPO Board of Appeals made clear that documents from

standardisation  setting  should  be  regarded  as  prior  art  after  all

(Willingmyre, 2012). It was argued that, as long as an SSO had open

membership, any party with reasonable interest could have come to

the  SSO's  meetings  and  get  access  to  this  information  (like  any

party  that  is  willing  to  pay  the  subscription  fee  can  also  access

papers in a academic journal). After these cases, the EPO entered

into extensive collaboration with several SSOs and implemented a

platform  ensuring  easy  and  prompt  access  to  all  the  relevant

documents  to  the  examiners  (Willingmyre,  2012).  This  clearly
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enlarged the basis for judging prior art, potentially limiting what can

be considered as truly new. To be precise, that policy change was

not one in which a new law or rule is institutionalised. Rather, it was

one  in  which jurisdiction  lead to  a  diferent  interpretation of  the

concept of prior art, with practical impact on the way it was used

afterwards. It is important to stress that the potential impact of this

new policy  can be substantial,  and should  not  be regarded as  a

mere technical issue involving a marginal and peculiar part of the

IPR  system.  First,  within  standards-related  patent  procedures,

interviews with representatives of the EPO revealed that in some

speciic  technological  areas,  up  to  40%  of  the  documents  that

“inluence  the  decisions  on  the  applications  come  from

standardisation-related documents.”4 

Second, and perhaps more importantly, patents potentially linking

with standards-related prior art are of great importance. Indeed, at a

general level, technologies emerging within SSOs often involve key

or  path-breaking  innovations.  Moreover,  such  patents  are  likely

candidates  to  become ‘standard-essential  patents’  (SEPs),  that  is

patent  indispensable  to  any implementer  of  a  technical  standard

and therefore likely to lead to hold-up scenarios and royalty stacking

(Kang & Bekkers, 2013; Lemley & Shapiro, 2007). For these reasons,

patents involving standards-related prior art are not only considered

particularly valuable – two portfolios of mainly SEPs have recently

exchanged ownership for over 4 billion Euro5 – but have also been

the subject of many conlicts in the telecommunications industry,

4 Interview with EPO, 5 December 2014. 

5 In 2010 a consortium that included Apple, Microsoft, Ericsson, Sony, and 

BlackBerry acquired an important part of the former patent portfolio of the

now-defunct Canadian telecommunications irm Nortel for US$ 4.5 billion. 

This portfolio is believed to contain a large number of essential patents for

4G mobile telecommunications. A year later, Google purchased Motorola 

Mobility for US$ 12.5 billion, and thus acquired a patent portfolio valued by

Google at US$ 5.5 billion (Data on the basis of Google’s Securities and 

Exchange Commission iling; see CNET, July 25, 2012, “Google: Motorola's 

patents, tech are worth $5.5 billion.”). 
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and  at  the  core  of  several  high  proile  court  cases  (including

Microsoft Corp. vs Motorola Inc.,6 and In re Innovation IP Ventures7).

As a result, it is particularly crucial, and much more important than

for an “average patent outside standards”, that standards-related

patents really meet the conditions for novelty and patentability. 

Yet, and notwithstanding the EPO's sustained efort to improve the

cooperation  among  major  patent  oices  (the  IP5,  composed  of

USPTO,  JPO,  KIPO,  SIPO,  EPO)  in  the  adoption  of  a  coordinated

approach  in  this  ield  (including  a  common,  standards-related

documentation database, see Goudelis, 2012), the EPO’s new policy

towards including SSOs documentation in the prior art is for the time

being an isolated one. 

In  principle,  the  new  policy  implemented  by  the  EPO  can  have

diferent impacts: 

a)  On  the  granting  rates:  the  EPO  rejects  more  patents

because of identiied standards-related prior art

b) On the so-called patent scope: patents granted by the EPO

have a reduced scope, because claims are removed due to

identiied standards-related prior art

c) On the application rates: companies and other applicants

chose not to apply for EPO patents when they anticipate they

might not obtain the desired patent because of the presence

of standards-related prior art (but might still  apply for such

patents in other countries).

This paper provides an quantiication of the efect of the new EPO

policy on the rejection rates, thus focusing on category (a) above.

Our identiication strategy exploits a peculiar feature of the patent

6 Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola, Inc., No, C10-1823, 2013 WL 2111217 (W.D. 

Wash. Apr. 25, 2013)(Robart, J.)

7 In re Innovatio IP Ventures, LLC Patent Litigation, No..C11-9308 2013 WL 

5593609 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 27, 2013)(Holderman, J.).
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system: to protect  an invention in  several  legislations,  applicants

have to ile a patent application in diferent patent oices. We can

therefore take applications for the same invention in other patent

oices  as  the  natural  counterfactual  situation.  In  particular,  we

choose the  USPTO as the  locus  of  this  quasi-natural  experiment.

Thus, since the policy change occurred at the EPO, but not at the

USPTO, for all inventions applied for patenting at both the EPO and

the USPTO we can observe the “granting outcome” both under and

without the policy treatment.

This  paper  contributes  to  the  literature  on  patent  quality,  where

quality relates to the granting process. In technological ields where

patents are relevant and fragmented in property (as it is mostly the

case  in  standards-related  areas)  it  is  of  pivotal  importance  that

granted  patents  meet  patentability  requirements  (e.g.  novelty).

Furthermore, as the policy under examination does not only aim at

improving  the  quality  of  the  patents,  but  also  at  limiting  irm

strategic patenting, we also contribute to the growing literature on

irm’s strategic behaviour in managing and building extensive SEPs

patent  portfolios  (e.g.  Leiponen,  2008;  Bekkers,  Bongard,  and

Nuvolari, 2011; Berger et al., 2012; Kang and Bekkers, 2015). 

The  reminder  of  this  paper  is  organised  as  follows.  Section  2

provides more detailed information about the EPO policy change we

are examining. Section 3 presents the data sources, the outcome

variable, and the treatment group deinitions. Section 4 presents the

empirical  analysis.  Finally,  Section  5  ofers  conclusions  and

discusses the implications of our indings.

2 Standards-related prior art at the European 

Patent Oice 

Patent quality, understood as the legal and procedural aspects of

patent  granting  (as  opposed  to  patent  value,  representing  the
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private or public value that these patent confer to their owners), has

been an important topic on the agenda of patent oices. Both the

USPTO and the EPO are working at improving patent quality, both in

the pre-grant and post-grant procedure. In Europe, it is an important

part of the mandate of the EPO Economic and Scientiic Advisory

Board (European Patent Oice, 2012), and reforms of the U.S. patent

system has been the focus of  two reports recently issued by the

Federal Trade Commission (FTC, 2003) and the National Academies

of Science (Merrill et al., 2004).

Because novelty is a fundamental requirement for patentability, the

identiication of relevant prior art is of key importance during the

patent prosecution procedure. Also for the determination of another

fundamental requirement, non-obviousness (i.e. the presence of an

‘inventive step’), prior art documents play an important role. In their

search reports, patent examiners must report what prior art they

believe to be relevant in order to assess a patent application. An

important question, then, is what exactly constitutes prior art. While

the  precise  deinition  of  prior  art  may  (and  does)  difer  across

legislations, the WIPO handbook on IPR describes it as follows: ‘Prior

art is, in general, all the knowledge that existed prior to the relevant

iling or priority date of a patent application, whether it existed by

way  of  written  or  oral  disclosure.’  (WIPO  2004).  The  disclosure

element here refers  to whether the relevant  knowledge is  in  the

‘public domain’, as indeed speciically mentioned in the deinition

used at the EPO:  “the state of  the art shall  be held to comprise

everything made available to the public by means of a written or

oral description, by use, or any other way, before the date of iling

of the European Patent Application.” (Article 54 (2) of the European

Patent  Convention8).  Note  that  ‘public’ here  does  not  necessarily

mean it is available for free. For instance, even though journals can

demand a subscription fee (and some academic journals demand a

8 Available at https://www.epo.org/law-practice/legal-

texts/html/epc/2013/e/ar54.html
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steep  subscription  fee),  the  information  contained  in  articles

published in such journals is generally considered to be in the public

domain and, thus, it can as such form prior art. This is conirmed by

decisions  of  the  EPO Technical  Board  of  Appeal:  “A  document  is

made available to the public [...] if  all interested parties have an

opportunity of gaining knowledge of the content of the document

for  their  own  purposes,  even  if  they  do  not  have  a  right  to

disseminate it to third parties, provided these third parties would be

able  to  obtain  knowledge  of  the  content  of  the  document  by

purchasing  it  for  themselves.“  (EPO  Technical  Board  of  Appeal

decision  T0050/02)9.  Information  shared  in  a  conidential  setting

however (e.g. where participants may have signed agreements not

to disclose this information) does generally not qualify as prior art. 

A  seemingly  more  technical,  but  indeed  crucial  issue  in  the

deinition of the prior art pertains to the documentation that patent

examiners actually have at their disposal to search for prior part.

Given the need for very efective, eicient and conclusive searches

of prior art (something for which the internet would be ill-itted for),

patent  oices  provide  their  examiners  with  very  extensive,  well-

structured databases. These include – rather obviously – databases

containing  all  existing  patent  applications  (e.g.,  the  PubEast  and

PubWest databases at the USPTO).10 But, in addition, also the so-

called Non Patent Literature (NPL) is organised in readily available

formats.  The  USPTO makes  NPL  available  to  the  examiners  in  a

database  known  as  STIC  (Scientiic  and  Technical  Information),

ofering  access  to  an  extensive  number  of  electronic  books,

periodicals,  conferences,  standards,  dissertations,  and  more.11

9 All EPO appeal decision are available at the EPO website at Home | Law 

& practice | Case law & appeals | Search the board of appeal decisions 

database (http://www.epo.org/law-practice/case-law-appeals/)

10http://www.uspto.gov/products/library/ptdl/services/PubWest_and_PubEA

ST_at_PTRCs.jsp

11 http://www.uspto.gov/learning-and-resources/support-centers/scientiic-

and-technical-information-center-stic/electronic
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Similarly,  the EPO developed its EPOQUE databases,  containing a

total of 12 million NPL documents including secondary (commercial

and  non-commercial)  publications  such  as  journals,  conference

material, books, thesis, technical reports and monographs.12 Finally,

prior art as meant in patent law is of course not restricted to what is

available in the internal databases of the patent oices (a humorous

example of that being a 1949 Donald Duck story being used as prior

art against a patent on a method of raising a sunken ship)13, and,

thus,  patent examiners may also search elsewhere. But this is often

not so easy and efective, and also the precise dating of documents

(which  is  essential  for  proper  prior  art  assessment)  is  not  easily

guaranteed. 

In an increasing number of technological ields, technical standards

play a central role, and a lot of technology development takes place

in the context of the standards development processes. However,

documentation  created  or  shared  in  that  process,  for  instance

technical proposals by participants for inclusion in a standard, draft

standards, etc., are not made publicly available by SSOs and thus

not  available  to  patent  examiners.  Moreover,  even  if  such

documentation  were  available,  the  question  would  be  raised

whether  such  information  meets  the  requirements  for  prior  art

because of the non-public character of SSO drafts. 

This practice has raised increasing attention over time. Examiners at

the  EPO  working  in  ields  such  as  mobile  telecommunications

started to get increasingly concerned about not being allowed to use

this growing body of potentially very relevant non-patent literature

in their assessments. In addition, beyond the mere quality of the

patent granting, not considering this literature practically creates an

opportunity for legalised stealing of ideas. Indeed, by not including

12 EPOQUE allows for very efective search operations throughout 

its whole collection (see European Patent Oice, 2003).

13 See http://www.iusmentis.com/patents/priorart/donaldduck/
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SSO-related documents in the deinition of  prior  art  open up the

possibility that a company shares innovative ideas in a standards-

setting context, and another company subsequently takes that idea

and  iles  a  patent  on  it,  feeling  safe  by  knowing  the  shared

information is not considered as prior art. And in fact, companies

have been accused of such behaviour in the context of standards-

settings (Granstrand, 1999, p. 204).14

In  the  late  1990s,  however,  some interesting developments  took

place  at  the  EPO.  At  some  point,  a  company  opposed  an  EPO

decision  to  grant  a  certain  patent  exactly  citing  preliminary

documents and minutes of  the meeting of  a standard-developing

working  group  (in  this  case,  ISO/TC22/SC3/WG9,  which  was

developing a plug for an electrical connection between a truck and a

trailer) that, it was argued, were killing the novelty of the patent.15

In fact, these were documents that were not at the disposition of the

patent examiner at the time the search report was written. While

the opponent initially lost its opposition, the EPO Technical Board of

Appeal in its 1999 ruling (Case T 202/97) came to the conclusion

that a proposal sent to the members of an SSO working group in

preparation for a meeting does not usually underlie an obligation to

maintain  conidentiality,  and  it  is  therefore  to  be  considered  as

public.  In  other  words,  the  EPO  acknowledged  that  information

shared in the standards-setting context can be considered as part of

the prior art.16 

14 And now that the USPTO has recently moved away from its “irst to 

invent” system, virtually all patent oices around the world have a “irst to

ile” system that assigns patents to the entity that iles, not to the one 

found to be the real inventor.

15 In contrast to most other patent oices, the EPO has an opposition 

procedure, allowing any person from the public - no commercial or other 

interest whatsoever need be shown – can challenge a grant decision. This 

happens often when some prior art was not found during the grant 

procedure, but was known by third parties.

16 The Court’s decision in this case ofers the following summary “Mit 
einer Tagesordnung an Mitglieder einer internationalen 
Normenausschußarbeitsgruppe versandter Normungsvorschlag zur 
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Similar  cases  involving  prior-art  validity  of  documents  discussed

within standards-settings followed in the following years before the

same  Technical  Board  of  Appeal  came.  In  2005,  the  ruling  was

seemingly in the opposite direction in another appeals case (EPO - T

0273/02),  stating  that  a  speciic  preliminary  standards  document

produced by  the  opponent  was  not  to  be  considered  as  publicly

available. But the decision was mostly motivated by particularities

of  the  case  in  question.17 And  the  same happened in  December

2008 (Case T 0738/04),  where, again, the decision to negate public

domain  status  to  some  SSO-related  documents  was  due  to

uncertainty  remained  about  the  actual  publication  date  of  the

preliminary  standards  documents  (because  the  cover  page  was

missing,  among  other  things)  and  because  of  procedural

irregularities. But the general principle was established that, absent

speciic reasons, preliminary and other of open SSOs18 are indeed to

be considered publicly available and therefore be part of the state of

art. 19

Vorbereitung einer Normen-Sitzung unterliegt geẅhnlich nicht der 
Geheimhaltung und gilt daher als der ̈fentlichkeit zug̈nglich.” 

(Translated: “A proposal for a standard, send along with the draft agenda 

to members of an international standards body, is generally not subject to 

conidentiality and should therefor be considered as publicly available.”) 

Decision of 10 February 1999 of EPO Technical Board of Appeal Case T 

202/97.

17 The opponent argued that the patented invention was already made 

public by a preliminary standard document in ETSI (prEN 726-3). The 

decision of the court that this document was not publicly available built on

the indings that (1) the opponents in this case referred to a version of the 

ETSI directives - specifying conidentiality rules on ETSI proceedings - that 

was published after the priority date of the patent in question, and (2) the 

preliminary standards document in question had some markings which 

created confusion on whether it was supposed to have a conidential 

status or not. 

18 Here we speciically refer to SSOs where membership is open to any 

interested party. There are many more dimension and interpretations of 

what ‘open’ SSOs are. For more details refer to Krechmer(1998), 

Andersen(2008) , and the World Trade Organisation’s (WTO) six principles 

(see WTO Staf Working Paper ERSD-2013-06).
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Inspired  by  a  desire  to  better  deal  with  preliminary  standards

documents as prior art, and guided by the above-mentioned court

cases at the EPO Technical Board of Appeal, the EPO entered into a

series of activities. Firstly, the EPO ensured itself systematic access

to  preliminary  standardisation  documents  that  meet  the

requirement for prior art. It did so by becoming directly member of

several SSOs as well as by signing speciic agreements with major

SSOs, e.g.  the two Memoranda of Understanding signed with the

(European Telecommunications  Standards  Institute  (ETSI)  and  the

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and the High

Level  Technical  Agreement  with  the  International

Telecommunications Union (ITU). These agreements involved many

ways of collaborating, beyond the simple access to documentation.

For instance, the EPO and ETSI agreed also to collaborate in order to

improve  the  ETSI  database  of  essential  patents  by  linking  this

database  to  the  EPO’s  patent  databases  (Willingmyre,  2012).

Indeed, the resulting information relevant to prior art is pulled from

a broad repository of documents such as i) standards documents as

inalized after  discussions,  agreements  and voting;  ii)  preliminary

standards drafts that serve as a basis for discussion and voting; iii)

other temporary drafts that have been deleted after a certain period

or replaced by a new, published version; iv) contributions to working

groups,  most  predominantly  irst  disclosures  of  new  technical

information shortly before or during a working group meeting.

19 Of course, diferent situation may emerge when such documents are 

(a) incomplete or not properly dated, (b) when they carried explicit notices

that these were conidential documents and (c) when, in case of an 

opposition case, the relevant documents are correctly and timely 

produced. Note however, that in some private standards consortia, 

standards are not publicly published – even inal ones – and only available 

to consortia members under the acceptance of a non-disclosure 

agreement (examples are CD-ROM, DVD and Blu-ray disc). These 

standards – inal versions or preliminary documents – are obviously never 

part of the public domain. 
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A second step towards improving the consideration of  standards-

related documentation, the EPO undertook a substantial process of

preparation,  harmonisation,  classiication,  proper  date  checking,

creation  of  bibliographical  information,  and  technical  document

format and/or  language translation,  with  the inal  aim at  making

these preliminary standardisation document part  of  the EPO NPL-

databases,  ensuring  they  can  be  easily  searched  by  patent

examiners.  

As a matter of fact, after some years of preparation, the ETSI-EPO

NPL database – arguably the most important standards-related NPL

database – was fully launched at EPO by 2004. From that moment

on,  patent  examiners  could  actually  access  and  consider

standardisation-related NPL in their normal worklow. The ITU and

IEEE  databases  were  then  completed  and launched in  2006 and

2008, respectively.  

3 Data and experimental setting

In order to assess the efect of the EPO policy change concerning

the  use  of  standards-related  NPL  on  patent  granting  we  use

standard  policy  evaluation  treatment  efect  analysis.  Our

identiication strategy exploits the fact that the same invention can

be  applied  for  patenting  both  at  the  USPTO,  where  SSO-NPL

document are not provided to examiners, and at the EPO where the

policy change actually  took place.  That is,  we observe the same

“unit  of  analysis”  (patent  application  for  a  given  invention)  both

under treatment (the EPO patent application) and without treatment

(the application for the same invention at the USPTO). In this section

we present the data, the deinition of treated and control groups,

and  provide  basic  evidence  concerning  trends  in  our  outcome

variable. 

3.1 Data sources and sample selection 

For the empirical analysis of this study we rely upon the EPO/OECD

PATSTAT database (April 2014 edition), complemented with both the
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OECD Citations  database  (February  2015 edition),  and the  OECD

Patent  Quality  Indicators database (February 2015 edition).  While

the  latter  databases  are  build  upon  PATSTAT,  they  provide  more

detailed information on non-patent literature, among other things.

More  speciically,  the  OECD  database  provides  a  harmonized

numbering system for  the NPL known as ‘XP numbers’,  and also

provides easier access to information about the NPL considered as

relevant  in  examination  of  previous  applications  for  the  same

invention  in  other  patent  oices,  for  the  case where  the  EPO or

USPTO application in question comes from a PCT (Paris Convention

Treaty) route.

3.1.1 Selection of paired patents

In  order  to  allow for  a  good comparison  of  grants  vs.  non-grant

outcomes between the EPO and the USTPO, we take a ‘twin-patents’

approach.  That  is,  we  consider  only  those  innovations  for  which

patents are applied for both at the EPO and at the USPTO, and thus

discard those innovations that are applied for getting a patent only

at the USPTO or only at the EPO.20 

The  cases  of  double-application  for  the  same  innovation  can  be

identiied  in  patent  databases  because  the  related  patent

applications are part of the same patent family, meaning that their

national applications all refer to the same ‘priority document’ that

irst discloses the original invention for which the diferent patents

are applied for. We exploit the PATSTAT DOCDB deinition of patent

families,  allowing  to  identify  patent  pairs  that  are  as  similar  as

possible.21 

20 Patents applied for at a single patent oice only, are usually ‘weak' 

patents, covering inventions for which companies are aware of the 

diiculty to get the patent and thus usually prefer to apply only in patent 

oices with lower granting standards. Such patents, in other words, are 

very likely to not getting granted. Including such patents in our analysis 

could decrease the number of granted patents, possibly resulting into a 

systematic downward bias in the granting probability, for reasons 

unrelated to the policy change we are investigating. 

21 The PATSTAT patent database has two kinds of patent families, 

relecting that patents may have more than one new element in them, and

thus refer to more than one priority document. The DOCDB patent family 

is ‘narrow’, since it groups  all patents that share exactly the same set of 
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While the large majority of the patent families in our dataset just

contain a single EPO application and a corresponding single USPTO

application, there are some families that have multiple applications

in  one  or  both  the  patent  oices.22 The  latter  can  be  re-issued

patents,  continuation  patents,  divisionals,  and  divisionals-in-part

(see Hegde et al, 2007). Although this is a small part of the overall

sample, in order to build good 1-EPO-to-1-USPTO matched pairs, it is

important to try and select the patent applications that refer to the

original invention. To this purpose, in such cases, we select within

the family the patent with the ‘oldest’ application date in the two

patent oices. 

3.1.2 Selecting the sample period: pre and post policy change

A crucial aspect of our analysis is the identiication of the timing in

which the EPO new policy towards including standards-related NPL is

adopted,  and therefore to determine the pre-  and post-treatment

periods. The date of policy implementation is set at January 2004,

when  the  ETSI-EPO  NPL  database  became  available  to  EPO

examiners. Next, we allow for a 18 months window for the policy to

become fully efective. Indeed, 18 months are the maximum amount

of  time-lag  allowed  by  the  EPO  and  USPTO  rules  between  the

application date and the date of publication of the application itself.

The post-treatment period therefore starts in July 2005 and it ends

in 2010, in order to mitigate the truncation problem arising from the

lag  between  the  time  of  patent  application  and  the  eventual

granting. That is,  the examination and other procedures between

application date and the date of  publication of  the grant  usually

take time. The pre-treatment period can in principle go back a lot in

time, at least until 1989, when ETSI was established, representing

the  real  start  of  mobile  telecommunication  standardisation.

However,  until  March  2000,  the  USPTO  did  not  publish  patent

priority documents. The INPADOC family instead groups all patents that 

share at least one priority document (see Sipapin, and Kolesnikov, 1989; 

Dernis and Khan, 2004).  

22 Precisely, in the data, 9.52% of the DOCDB families has more than two 

associated patent applications, 5.38% has three associated applications 

(one at the EPO and two at the USPTO, or viceversa), 1.91% has four 

associated applications, and this number goes further down, up to the 

case of one single DOCDB family that has 88 associated applications. 
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applications,  but  only  granted  patents.  Therefore,  prior  to  March

2000, we cannot identify pairs of patents that did get granted at the

EPO, but not at the USPTO. This would obviously bias our analysis of

the impact of the new EPO policy on granting rates. As a result, we

limit the pre-policy period to the years 2000-2003 only. 

3.1.3 Selection of technological areas possibly afected by standardisation

A further step concerns the identiication of the technological areas

that  can  be  classiied  as  “standards-related”  and,  thus,  include

patents  that  are  directly  afected  by  the  policy  change.  To  this

purpose,  we  need  to  identify  a  list  of  IPC  classes  that  include

technologies in which standardization is a prominent phenomenon.

We did so by the investigating the IPC classes of standard essential

patents. These are patents (already granted or not) declared at the

SSO  by  their  owner  to  be  indispensable  for  any  product  that

implements  the  standard  in  question.23 Standardisation  bodies

usually  have  disclosure  rules  for  such  patents  (Bekkers  and

Updegrove,  2013).  Using a recent,  public  database that compiles

disclosed  essential  patents  from  the  14  largest  global  standard

setting bodies (see for details Bekkers et al., 2012), we analysed the

IPC subclasses tha most frequently appear in this kind of patents. As

shown in Table 1, the distribution is very skewed, since ive IPC sub-

classes already represent 63% of all disclosed essential patents. We

thus  take  these  ive  classes  as  identiier  that  a  patent  can  be

considered  as  a  standards-related  patent.  Notice  that  thes  IPC

classes are quite large patent classes, presumably because they are

dominated by telecommunications, which is a technical area that is

rather cumulative of nature, and thus with many patents.

We also selected a series of patent classes that have no standard

essential  patents  in  them  at  all,  and  can  therefore  be  safely

considered as totally unrelated to standardisation, to be used as a

further control group in the empirical analysis. This group includes a

23 See Bekkers and Martinelli (2012) for a similar type of selection.
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total  of  13  classes,  ensuring  that  the  number  of  patents  in  this

control set is approximately similar to that in the focal set. Table 1

clearly  shows  the  contrast  in  the  presence  of  essential  patents

(SEPs)  between  the  focal  set  of  standards-related  IPC  classes

(STDIPC) and standard-unrelated IPC classes (non_STDIPC).

Our resulting working sample includes 251,470 pairs, each having

one application at the EPO and one application at the USPTO, of

which 127,261 pairs concern applications for patents in standards-

related areas. 
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Table 1: Identifying standards-related (STDIPC) and standards-unrelated  
(non_STDIPC) IPC classes

Set
IPC 
subclass

No. 
of 
SEPs

Short technical topic of subclass 

Size of IPC 
subclass in terms 
of number of EPO 
applications

STDIPC set 
(patent 
applications in 
standardization-
related areas)

H04L 3307
Transmission of digital information, 
e.g. telegraphic communication 

410,629

H04W 2439 Wireless communication networks 186,929

H04B 2143
Transmission systems used in 
telecommunications 

231,044

G06F 929 Electric digital data processing 915,087

H04M 578 Telephonic communication 143,733

Non_STDIPC 
set (patent 
applications in 
non-
standardization-
related areas)

H01M 2
Processes or means for the direct 
conversion of chemical energy into 
electrical energy 

116,232

E21B 2 Earth or rock drilling 115,450
C23C 2 Coating metallic material 105,081

A61F 1
Filters implantable into blood vessels; 
prostheses; etc.

199,560

A61M 1
Devices for introducing media into, or 
onto, the body 

165,574

C08G 1

Macromolecular compounds obtained 
otherwise than by reactions only 
involving carbon-to-carbon 
unsaturated bonds 

158,998

C08K 1
Use of inorganic or non-
macromolecular organic substances 
as compounding ingredients 

115,081

A01N 1
Preservation of bodies of humans or 
animals or plants or parts thereof 
biocides 

111,744

B65D 0
Containers for storage or transport of 
articles or materials,

229,459

B01J 0
Chemical or physical processes, e.g. 
catalysis, colloid chemistry; their 
relevant apparatus 

193,763

C08F 0
Macromolecular compounds obtained 
by reactions only involving carbon-to-
carbon unsaturated bonds

144,664

C09D 0
Coating compositions, e.g. paints, 
varnishes or lacquers; 

104,293

F16H 0 Gearing 100,656
Source: Own calculations based on the dSEPs database developed in Bekkers at al. (2012)

3.2 Outcome variable

In our analysis the dependent variable is a dummy that indicates

whether for a given application (in a given patent oice), a patent

grant event took place, and zero otherwise. The identiication of the

value of this grant dummy involves some aspects worth of a brief

discussion. Patent-data datasets, including PATSTAT, allow to identify

the  granting  of  a  patent  by  looking  whether,  for  a  given  patent

application  presented  at  a  patent  oice,  a  related  publication  is

issued by the patent oice that certiies such a grant (for instance a

‘B1’ or ‘B2’ kind publication, or an ‘A’ kind publication in the US prior

to  March  2000).  In  contrast,  one  does  not  directly  observe  the
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reason  why  an  application  does  not  result  into  a  grant,  being  it

rejection,  or  abandonment  of  the  patenting  procedure  by  the

applicant,  etc.  Thus,  classifying  a  patent  as  “not-granted”  is  not

trivial.  For  relatively  old  patent  applications  this  is  not  an issue:

when enough time has 

Figure 1. Trend in granting rates for standards-related technologies (left) and

standards-unrelated areas (right) 

lapsed since the application date, then one can safely assume the

application  will  never  see  a  grant.  For  more  recent  patents,

however,  one  simply  doe  not  know  if  a  patent  is  just  not  yet

granted, but it will, or if that will never be granted. 

Since  we have access  to  April  2014 version  of  PATSTAT,  we can

identify  with certainty any grant  event  occurred until  April  2014.

However, to allow for a long enough time span from the application

date to be safe in the identiication of non-granted patents, we only

consider patents iled up to 2010.  

Figure 1 shows the granting rates we observe in the data over time

at the EPO and the USPTO, distinguishing between standards-related

areas (STDIPC) and areas not related to standards (non_STDIPC).

First  notice that,  in  general,  USPTO patent  applications are more

likely to be granted than EPO applications, both before and after the

implementation  of  the  change  in  EPO  policy  towards  standards-

related NPL.  This  trend  relects  a  well  known stylised fact  about

institutional  diferences  between the  two patent  oices,  with  the
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USPTO usually  more generous in  granting patents.  Second,  some

diferences  between the  two technological  groups  emerge  in  the

period  after  the  policy  implementation.  In  particular,  beside  the

common decrease in the granting rates, patent applications iled at

the  USPTO  are  more  likely  to  be  granted  in  areas  related  to

standards (STDIPC), rather than in other areas. The situation at the

EPO is  the  opposite,  which  is  already  suggestive  of  the  possible

efectiveness of the new EPO policy.24

4 Empirical analysis 

We apply  a  standard  policy  evaluation  treatment  framework.  We

believe such an approach is appropriate as:

a) the policy change was not anticipated by applicants;
b) the policy change was not anticipated by examiners, that is

even if  examiners  knew about  it,  they cannot  change their

granting  “propensity”  until  the  new  SSO-related

documentation becomes part of the oicial body of prior art;
c) there is a clear point in time when the policy was introduced:

before  January  2004,  patent  examiners  also  simply  did  not

have such SSO-related documentation at their disposal;
d) there  had  not  yet  been  a  previous  trend  in  the  refusal  of

patents on the ground of SSO-related conidential non patent

literature.25

4.1 Empirical models and identiication strategies

The quasi experimental setting of our analysis implies that the very

same invention can be applied for patenting both at the USPTO and

EPO, therefore we are in the rare position of being able to directly

observe the same individual both with and without treatment. 

Our  outcome variable,  Yi ,  is  a  dummy equal  to  1  if  the  patent

application  i is  granted,  while  the treatment is  whether a patent

24 As expected, the graph also shows that more recent years are more 

afected by truncation due to the examining lags at the patent oices. 

25 At least, if we ignore the outcome of the individual patents subject to 

the two court cases discussed in Section 2.
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application  i was  iled  at  the  EPO  after  mid  2005,  and  thus

potentially exposed to the policy change. 

Given the setting, we can estimate standard quantities of interest,

such as the average treatment efect (ATE)

ATE=E (Y i ,Di=1)−E (Y i ,Di=0)

or the average treatment efect on the treated (ATT)

ATT=E (Y i ,1−Y i ,0|D=1¿

which is usually challenging (if not impossible) to be estimated since

outcomes  for  treated  and  untreated  are  not  observed  in  the

respective counterfactual situations. 

We  perform  several  exercises.  We  irst  ask  if  in  the  post-policy

period there is a diference in the granting rates of standards-related

patent  applications  between  the  EPO  and  the  USPTO.  We  thus

restrict  the  sample  to  applications  iled  in  standards-related  IPC

classes after mid-2005 (i.e,  the end of the policy implementation

window) and estimate the following regression

Y i=β0+δ1EPOi+ui  (1)

where  EPOi is a dummy equal to 1 if the application is iled at the

EPO (and  0  if  iled  at  the  USPTO),  i.e.  the  patent  application  is

exposed to the policy change. In this setting the control group is

composed of the twin patent applications for the same invention

iled  at  the  USPTO  in  the  post-policy  period.  The  coeicient  δ1

captures the efect of the policy in terms of the simple diference in

granting rates between the EPO and the USPTO in the interested

technological areas.  

The  exercise,  however,  can  be  biased  since  the  diference  in

granting propensity can be due to a number of unmeasured factors

beyond  the  policy  change.  For  instance,  as  Figure  1  above

highlights,  the USPTO shows a generally  more generous granting

procedure,  and there  might  be  other  institutional  or  contingency

diferences  that  can  afect  the  granting  outcome across  the  two

patent oices. We therefore propose a second exercise where we
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apply a diference-in-diference approach. We again focus on patent

applications in  standards-related technological  areas,  but we now

also include patent applications iled in the years before the EPO

policy change occurred.  On this  large set of  twin-applications we

estimate the regression 

Y i=β0+β1EPOi+δ0POSTPOLi+δ1EPOi∗POSTPOLi+ui  (2)

As before, the dummy EPOi is equal to 1 if the patent application i is

iled at the EPO, and here capture diferences between the treated

and the control group in the years before the policy change. The

dummy POSTPOLi (‘Post Policy Era’)  is equal to 1 if the application

date is after the EPO policy change, and it therefore captures the

time trend occurring in the dependent variable not related to the

policy.  The  coeicient  of  primary  interest  is  the  interaction-term

coeicient δ1 ,  capturing  the  “extra”  efect  on  the  dependent

variable due to being in the treatment group (EPO) after the new

policy is implemented.

Even  if  the  dif-in-dif  exercise  comes closer  to  estimate  the  true

efect of the policy, there is also another source of variation that we

can exploit. Indeed, the model in equation (2) does not rule out the

possibility  that  granting  procedures  concerning  standards-related

patents are systematically diferent across the EPO and the USPTO,

above and beyond the diferences arising from the new EPO policy.

This  calls  for  a  diference-in-diference-in-diference  estimation,

exploiting as control group all the applications iled at the USPTO in

technological classes unrelated to standards.26 Thus, we add to the

analysis all the EPO-USPTO twin patent applications in those areas,

and estimate the following model:

Y i=β0+β1E POi+β2POSTPOL+β3STDIPCi+δ1EPOi∗POSTPOLi+δ2EPOi∗STDIPCi+δ

(3)

The dummy EPOi and POSTPOLi are the same as in equation (2). We

add here the dummy STDIPCi (‘Standards-related IPC class’) which is

equal  to  1  for  patent  applications  in  a  technological  area  where

26 As mentioned, these are distinguished upon their occurrences in 

standards-essential patents (SEP) included in the dSEP databsase 

developed in Bekkers et al. (2012). 
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standards are relevant, and zero otherwise. The coeicient of primer

interest is thus γ0 ,  which identiies the efect of  the EPO policy

change controlling for systematic diferences in the granting rates of

patents in standardized technological areas as compared to patents

that are not afected to the policy change.

4.2 RESULTS

Table 3 shows the estimation results for the three models presented

in the previous section. Equations (1), (2), and (3) are estimated via

a  standard  OLS  linear  probability  model  with  properly  clustered

standard errors. 

Model 1a shows the estimates of Equation (1), where we consider

the  simple  diference  in  granting  rate  between the  EPO and the

USPTO,  considering  patent  applications  involving  in  standards-

related  ields  and  iled  after  the  introduction  of  the  policy.

Consistently with Figure 1, we ind that the likelihood for a patent to

be granted in the post-policy period is at the EPO lower than at the

USPTO. 

Table 3. Regression results (Dependent variable: GRANTED)

Model
1a

Model
1b

Model
2a

Model
2b

Model
3a

Model 3b

EPO

-
0.357**

*

-
0.365**

*

-
0.345**

* -0.342*** -0.211*** -0.220***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

POSTPOL

-
0.195**

* -0.492*** -0.315*** -0.615***
(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003)

EPO* POSTPOL
-0.012** -0.023*** 0.038*** 0.049***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

STDIPC
-0.045*** 0.014**
(0.003) (0.004)

EPO*STDIPC
-0.134*** -0.122***
(0.005) (0.004)

POLICY*STDIPC
0.120*** 0.124***
(0.004) (0.004)

EPO*STDIPC*
POSTPOL

-0.051*** -0.070***
(0.005) (0.005)

CONSTANT
0.570**

*
0.760**

*
0.765**

* 0.999*** 0.810*** 0.931***
(0.002) (0.010) (0.002) (0.008) (0.002) (0.004)

YEAR DUMMY YES YES YES
TECH DUMMY YES YES YES

N 181708 181708 258978 258978 522502 522502
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R-sq. 0.134 0.186 0.16 0.206 0.137 0.179

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.05 **p<0.01 *** p<0.001

The estimated diference is a sizable 35%. The result is conirmed if

we add year and technology class dummies (Model 1b). 

Model 2a reports the results for Equation (2), where we still focus on

standards-related areas, but control for pre-policy trends between

the two patent oices. As above, we conirm that the likelihood that

a standards-related application receives a grant at the EPO is about

20% lower than at the USPTO (coeicient on EPO=-0.345), and we

also ind that the granting probability is overall lower in the “post-

policy era” than in the pre-policy regime (coeicient on POSTPOL=-

0.195). The main indings pertains the coeicient on the interaction

between EPO and POSTPOL. This shows that the likelihood to grant a

patent  in  standards-related  ield  is  1.2%  lower  at  the  EPO  as

compared  to  the  USPTO  in  the  post-policy  years.  The  results  is

conirmed,  and  become  stronger  (a  2.3%  efect)  when  we  add

dummies  to  control  for  speciic  variation  over  years  and  across

technological areas. 

Finally, Model 3 reports the estimates of Equation (3), arguably the

model  that comes closest  to estimating the actual  impact  of  the

policy  change,  extending  the  counterfactual  to  also  include  the

patent applications in technological areas where standardization is

marginal if not absent at all. The estimated coeicient on the three-

way interaction – capturing the efect of being a standards-related

patent application (STDIPC) in the treated group (EPO) iled while

the policy is implemented (POSTPOL) – reveals that the EPO policy

change decreases the probability of a standard-related patent to be

granted  by  approximately  5%.  If  we  also  correct  for  variation

between years and between technology areas (Model 3b), the efect

of the policy increases to 7%. 
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5 Conclusions and policy implications

In  this  paper  we  provide  an  empirical  assessment  of  the  causal

efect of a recent attempt undertaken by the EPO to improve the

quality of the patent granting process. To do so we examine a policy

change that aimed at including the information revealed during the

standardisation-setting process into the oicial deinition of prior art.

To learn about causality, we exploit the rather unique situation in

which the same individual (a patent application) can be observed

both with and without treatment. Indeed, we have data on “twin”

patent applications for exactly the same invention iled at both the

EPO (where the policy change took place) and the USPTO (where it

did not).

All the empirical analyses consistently support that the policy was

indeed  efective.  In  fact,  after  controlling  for  other  relevant

determinants, we ind that the policy resulted into a reduction in

granting probability of approximately 5-7% for patents in technical

areas related to standardisation. This sizable impact suggests that

the  process  of  patent  granting  has  become  more  selective  and

hopefully more careful after the policy implementation. 

We believe our results represent a sort of lower bound estimate of

the more general efect of the new EPO policy. Indeed, it is likely

that the policy did not only afected the granting behaviour of EPO,

but  also  resulted  into  a  reduced  scope  of  patents  that  do  get

granted  and into  discouraging  applications  at  the  EPO when the

applicant is aware that standards-related prior art may reduce the

chances  to  obtain  the  desired  patent.  These  two  other  forms  of

impact  of  the  new  IPO  policy  ofer  opportunities  for  follow-up

research. 

We can also conjecture that the observed reduction in granting rates

triggered by the new EPO could also have signiicantly decreased

the number of patents granted for ideas that were actually invented
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– and shared in good faith in standardisation meetings – by other

parties  than  the  applicant,  thus  impacting  on  ‘stealing  of  ides’.

However,  an  in  depth  analysis  of  this  issue  would  require  more

detailed  information  on  the  real inventor  as  opposed  to  the

applicant, that we unfortunately do not have. This also constitutes

an interesting avenue for further research.
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